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Letters

Flying in style

Rare Research

It was delightful to be present at the
PIA Style Show at Pearl Continental.
Over the years, dull jade symbolized PIA
for me. I often travel across the Atlantic
and long flights sometimes get very mo-notonous. Revamped staff uniforms of
PIA would be a welcome addition to my
flying experience and I am sure, many others would welcome it
as well.
Pakistan International Airlines represents the national heritage.
Monopolizing the market for decades, PIA has been my airline.
An addition of 15 new aircraft, as the writer of ‘PIA gets a stylish
makeover’ states, would increase the efficiency of the airline in
my opinion and these fresh, innovative waves in dress are much
needed in the present, modern times. Looking forward to meeting a fashionable air hostess on my next flight!

Repeatedly, a question resurfaces in my
mind: aren’t we simply lazy to work? Except for two organizations at most, nearly
every organization relies on secondary research in Pakistan. Even if their strategies
rely on comprehensive consumer research, not many would
prefer going the extra mile and conducting research themselves
on a small scale.
Research is undoubtedly an expensive process in terms of time
and cost, but it is needed, nevertheless. Merely two organizations
cannot possibly cover a city of 1.8 million for so many different
surveys. Sourced data and references can never be as authentic
and insightful as primary, first hand data would be. Whether it is
ad spends, consumer attention span, brand advertising, changing
consumer buying trends or simply what is expected of the service
industry, primary research is required and is scarce.

Seema Mirza
Islamabad

Saleem Malik
Karachi

Our Art

Lost loyalty

Few events and festivals project the true spirit of art. We are
a culturally rich and an extensively diverse nation. Other cultures
grab our attention easily, though, and we tend to incline towards
cul
them. We must realize that we are culturally as vast. It is the lack of reflecting
it on to the masses through impactful
platforms that leads to deviating from
our own traditions and skills.
The International Theatre Festival at
NAPA, Karachi was indeed enthralling
for everyone who attended it. I hap
happened to be in Karachi during the fortfort
night when the festival was held. It was extremely heartwarming
and elating to see that amidst people from Germany and India,
Pakistani artistes and performers were prominent. We need more
such initiatives on a regular basis in other cities as well.

What is brand loyalty after all? Value
for money, time and experience of a customer retain him. But a recent experience
with a frozen yogurt brand demolished
every shred of my loyalty towards it.
With no expiry date or validity on their
loyalty card, their promotional offer had
ended. Hard luck – it ended right when
I was to avail a free cup. I deemed it my
right that the miscommunication should be accounted for – it
wasn’t about the little free cup anymore. Even upon my repetitive asking, the marketing manager refused to speak to me! Zero
customer importance, that implies. All the more ridiculous - he
asked the counter manager over the phone to put the yogurt
back into the machine that he had already taken out for me!
Clearly, some brands fail to comprehend what matters most to
customers. Why would anyone spend on a brand that tends to
throw customer loyalty and value out of the window?

Atif Iqbal
Quetta

Advertising dilemma
In no country or culture have I ever witnessed advertising being so confused and lost. The latest Tarang TVC was the final
blow and I couldn’t keep from writing about this catastrophe any
longer. Who is to blame for these ridiculous ad campaigns? Fingers will point towards the ad agencies first and hold the creative
personnel guilty. However, we miss out on who actually calls all
the shots: the client.
In this industry, we work with scared
clients who like to play extremely safe.
Companies and brands are reluctant
about risks and experiments. I whole
wholeheartedly agree with the review of the
Tarang TVC – being the latest, most
horrid and the best example – which
doesn’t communicate attributes and
slightfeatures of the tea whitener the slight
est bit. It is understandable that their target market lies in
the Punjab where such glam-shows on screen are loved by laymen. However, the question remains: where is this taking our
advertising standards?
Shiza Peerzada
Lahore

Shahzeb Talpur
Karachi

News irony
There was a time when news channel
content was about economy, culture, politics,
government and natural disasters – just the
way it is supposed to.
From each move of a politician to a narcissistic celebrity shopping in a bazaar and the
menu of a governmental feast – everything is
on the news, if bomb blasts and insurgency
aren’t eating up the airtime without any check and balance. Newscasters used to dress decently and maintain neutrality while delivering news on air until a decade ago. Nowadays, news anchors
apparently spend more time on how they look on screen instead.
Similar is the case with news content. Either it has to be focused
on intensive bloodshed that portrays Pakistan as a constant war
zone on international fronts, or some other form of ridiculous news
in each bulletin. Gone are the days when the 9 pm news was considered important as it would give a comprehensive outlook on the
day’s vital events. Are those days ever coming back for Pakistani
news channels?
Rizwan Sikander
Islamabad
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Cover Story

WOMEN in
ADVERTISING
Pakistani women have made an indelible mark in advertising.

By Sarah Fahim

A

dvertising in Pakistan gained momentum in the
1950s. Even though the profession, like many others, has been dominated by males since its inception,
the representation of women has also gradually increased.
Until the 1960s, there were very only a few women
in the profession. There were some in copywriting or
account management and that was about all. Female
presence in terms of modelling was quite obvious even
in those days because, after films and theatre, modelling for ads (both print and commercials) was a qood
profession for women to be involved in.
The most common medium at the time continued to
be print, followed by radio and cinema. Pakistani ads
showed off extroverted and confident women excessively. The paradox was that our women were also expected to tend their homes in real life and be just the
opposite of the female depicted in commercials and
print ads.
Notable women behind the scenes in with the advertising profession in those days included Naushaba Burney, Khaula Qureshi, Tahira Wasti, Zohra Yusuf, Nilofer
Hussain and Najma Sadeque, later followed by Seema
Taher, Ruby Haider, Tehmina Ahmed, Adeeba Khan, Sa-
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bene Saigol and Nighat Mir.
The presence of women in the Pakistani ad industry has
considerably developed over the years. Women populate creative departments in greater numbers now. While
copywriting is one area that women take to with greater
enthusiasm and the better educated ones are also perhaps more suited to the job, a large number of women
are also graduating in graphic design and joining advertising agencies. Business schools are also producing a large
number of graduates who find that account management
and media buying /selling jobs in media buyng houses are
better suited to their check.
Both copywriting and graphic designing are officebound jobs which rarely require interaction with clients. It
is for this reason that these jobs suit women more than
men and even parents, husbands and in-laws prefer their
women to take up such jobs.The basic requirement for the
job of copywriting is a good educational background, a
sound command of the language (most often English) and
the temperament to work within an office environment. It
must also be said that women are better at word-smithing
and at turning language into good, believable copy. Similarly, the job of a graphic designer is also desk-bound and
hardly ever requires meetings with clients. Again, women
are better able to translate copy into effective visuals because a lot of them have been known to have a better
understanding of typography and graphic elements.
The barriers for a woman in the Pakistani ad industy
have reduced over time. Pakisani women are increasingly
showing that they are equally capable, both at the personal and professional level, to handle a job in advertising
both on the creative side and in account management. It

... the female touch both
on the agency’s as well
as the client’s side is very
welcome as it serves to
create a gender balance
within the ad agencies
and the companies.
has also been observed that as far as brand management
is concerned at the client’s end, there is a greater influx of
women. A part of the responsibility of these woman brand
managers is to plan the advertising of the products they
are looking after and to have the right advertising delivered
to them in this regard.
On the whole, the female touch, both on the agency’s
as well as the client’s side, is very welcome as it serves
to create a gender balance within the ad agencies and
the companies. At the same time, it creates diversity in
outlook which is very important in the creative treatment
of a product. Furthermore, it is always an advantage both
for the advertiser and the the ad agency to have women
handling products and services that specifically concern
female customers or where there is a need to address the
female customer as well the male for better sales.
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‘We are ahead
of the west.’
– Javed Jabbar
Javed Jabbar is a veteran advertising man,
film-maker, writer, thinker and politician.
Here he talks of the role of women in
advertising – and society.

Was the advertising industry maledominated in Pakistan since the beginning, like many other industries?
About two to three decades ago, if an
industry was dominated by males, it was
not surprising at all. As a country, we began with a low literacy rate among women.
Unlike tailoring, cuisine and embroidery,
advertising does require education. The
ability to learn designing and strategic writing in order to develop different marketing
campaigns was missing altogether among
women on a national basis.
How did women in Pakistan start appearing on the forefront in advertising?
From the beginning, women were visible
as models in print advertisements. Cinema
was another channel that brought women
to the forefront. Journalism was a very
vital field that had a lot of women associated with it. Radio was a medium of sorts.
In 1964, commercial advertisements on
radio gave way to female voiceovers and
increased their audience indirectly.
The advent of television in 1964 had a
major impact. It really helped women enter
media and advertising. Generally, women
weren’t that visible before television reduced resistance in society. The political
sphere was another ballgame. Women
gradually appeared here as well and, indirectly, their presence in advertising became
more visible.
What was the role of journalism in promoting visibility of women?
It was a very important one indeed. A
number of women entered advertising
through journalism. Quite a few others set
a benchmark in journalism itself.
Zohra Qureshi – wife of Omar Qureshi –
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launched ‘She’ in 1964. This was the largest circulated English magazine in Pakistan
then. I had the privilege of working with her
as assistant editor. This was the first magazine that shaped issues and matters related
to women as a separate subject in Pakistani journalism And depicted the strong
social and professional orientation of Pakistani women.
‘Mirror’ was another social magazine
which was launched by Begum Zaib-unNisa Hameed Ullah. Her husband was an
APNS official and she also wrote a few short
stories. Every month the magazine would
have features with alliteration in their titles
like Karachi Calling, Chittagong Chatter,
Dhaka Diaries, Lahore Living, Culled from
Quetta, etc. It was a pictorial publication to
a great extent. ‘Women’s World Magazine’
was another publication launched by Begum Mujib-un-Nisa Akram. Sharmeen Rehman – wife of Irfan Hussain – and Sheen
Farrukh were also women who contributed
to female representation in journalism.
What was the attitude of the industry
towards recruiting women?
Pioneering institutes like the Central Institute of Arts and Crafts set up by Wajid
Mehmood – an ad agency owner himself –
contributed greatly to training women. The
institute was set up at the Arts Council of
Pakistan in the 1970s and trained women
in graphic design. Recruitment of women
in advertising agencies primarily was only
on the basis of individual interest and their
flair for writing.
Most women until the 1960s worked as
office secretaries and rarely as managers.
MNJ was particularly proud and privileged
to stress on recruiting women. Zohra Yusuf
started her career with MNJ as a creative

writer in 1970s. She later became a creative manager. Several other women were
associated with the agency as well. The
late Saniya Hussain, who became a famous
environmentalist and journalist later, started
with MNJ along with Mariam Ali Baig, the
current editor of Aurora. Seema Taher, cofounder of Interflow Communications, met
her husband at MNJ while she was working
for its art studio in her formative years.
Women were also involved in client
management and worked as executives.
Shabnam Jabbar, my wife, took charge
of the agency in the 1980s when I was in
mainstream politics. There were also a few
women who owned ad agencies. Geetyara
Safiya Chaudhry owned an ad agency in
Dhaka during the 1970s and. Rubab Haider, more commonly known as Ruby Haider,
took charge of IAL after her husband, Naseer Haider, died.
How did print ads encourage women?
There were pioneering ad agencies like
Lintas and J. Walter Thompson that played
a vital role. These were of course, foreign
companies. Among the local ones, Crawford Advertising, Manhattan Advertising
and United Advertisers promoted female
representation in print advertisements.
When PIA air hostesses featured in print
ads, it greatly contributed to women’s entrance in advertising. PIA was the national
carrier. It was considered to be an airline
of excellence and was recognized as such
around the world. When air hostesses were
featured as models in PIA press ads, they
depicted international travelling, education,
sophistication and respectability. Henceforth, women became accepted in print
ads and other media.
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How did theatre and cinema contribute to this phenomenon?
Even though Lahore and Karachi were
film centres in West Pakistan, East Pakistan
had always been a step ahead. The tradition of women singing and dancing was not
unacceptable in that society, rather it was a
cultural activity. This enhanced the visibility
of women in East Pakistan, irrespective of
social classes. These factors indeed were
relevant to advertising too as it uses all the
aspects for creating marketing campaigns.
Cinema indeed helped a lot in promoting women in Pakistani media. Women who
acted in films while the ones who appeared
on television were from a different social
background. It was in the 1980s and nineties when families accepted that if a woman
had a gift for singing well or performing on
the stage, was decent and had a legitimate
talent, it wasn’t non-Islamic. The theatre
emerged in the mid-1950s on amateur basis and gained steam in the 1960s. Karachi
Playhouse and Clifton Players were some
theatrical groups that used to perform on
stage. Ali Ahmed was a famous stage director. Cumulatively, theatre and cinema
helped women enter advertising.
Beyond the Last Mountain was the first
English film of Pakistan. It was my personal
project and the first of its sort. It brought
educated and sophisticated women to cinema for the first time. These women made
up their minds themselves and not what
their men preferred for them. Women like
Muneeza Hashmi, who is the daughter of
Faiz Ahmed Faiz and was a senior producer
at PTV, played the character of a successful, unmarried woman in my film. Shameem
Hilali, wife of a senior diplomat in the foreign
office, Mariana Karim who was teaching at
the Karachi Grammar School and my own
wife Shabnam played different, empowered characters in the film. Cinema and the
gradual appearance of women in it broke
the reluctance and they were generally accepted as they emerged through media.
Were women reluctant to be visible?
How did politics help women emerge in
consequent fields?
There can be no sweeping statement for
all women. The attitude was shaped by the
different socio-economic classes and cultures that they belonged to. Even some
women from Khyber Pakhtun Khawa, who
were considered to be very conservative,
broke the chains and became very active
on the political scene.
One of such women was Begum Kulsum
Saifullah, mother of Senator Saleem Saifullah, who recently passed away. Begum
Rana Liaquat Ali Khan established All Pakistan Women’s Association. The late Begum
Zeenat Rasheed Ahmed, who was also my

mother-in-law, established the Pakistan
Federation of University Women. The Federation trained female teachers, lecturers
and professors. The organization also improved women’s social and legal rights and
increased their public appearance when
women entered the medical and paramedical sectors. Begum Shaista Ikram Ullah,
wife of Mr. Irfan Ikram Ullah who was a
Pakistani diplomat and also served as foreign secretary, is also among such pioneering women. She also wrote the book From
Pardah to Parliament.
The Family Laws Ordinance passed by
Field Marshal Ayub Khan also changed the
status of women in Pakistani society. A man
was not allowed to marry another woman
until his first wife had given her consent in
black and white. Of course, she could always be forced to sign but at least, there
was some leverage. Women were gradually
accepted among the masses as empowered individuals.
Hostile resistance came when Mohtarma
Fatima Jinnah contested Field Marshal
Ayub Khan in the presidential elections. It
was a motivational boost for women that a
female could contest in politics through a
contest as vital as a presidential elections.
In contrast, some orthodox mullahs could
not accept the fact that a woman could be
the possible President of Pakistan. This occurrence and retaliation collectively contributed to making women visible, regardless.
What would you say about ethics in
advertisements related to women?
In a strange way, we are ahead of the
west. They can treat a woman as an object
of sex but a woman’s dignity in the east is
much more than that. Women are extensively respected. What we need to focus
on is education.
One facet that I want to mention is the
glorification of the fair skin through our advertisements. We are a nation of beautiful
skin colour, but somehow we end up in
comparison with the west. The Indecent
Ad Ordinance Prohibition passed in 1963
is a law that exists, but no law outlines how
the industry should operate. There is a dire
need for such regulations in the industry.
How vital is the role of women in advertisements?
Women can shape society through advertisements. The discrimination that they
suffer can spur them to bring about a positive change. Advertising can be used to
shake people’s conscience. The newspapers should give free space to public service messages. MNJ was the first agency
to publish an ad on International Women’s
Day every year. The role of advertising is indeed tremendous and needs to be utilized
to its fullest.

Najma
Sadeque
(late)
worked as a jour
journalist with The Star
and The News and
as a copywriter for
various ad agencies. She fought for
women’s rights in her later years and
founded Shirkat Gah and Women’s
Action Forum in 1975. She continued
writing on the environment and other
subjects.

Rubab
Haider

(Ruby Haider) has
been with IALSaatchi & Saatchi
for 41 years and is
currently the agen
agency’s CEO. She took
over IAL-Saatchi & Saatchi agency after the death of her husband,
Naseer Haider and has carried his
legacy forward splendidly.

Adeeba
Khan
began her career
at Abbott Labora
Laboratories and worked
in their advertis
advertising department for
some years. She
then moved to Manhattan Gulf in the
UAE and later came to work as Chief
Creative Officer at Manhattan Leo
Burnett, Pakistan.

Zohra
Yusuf

started her career
with MNJ in the 70s
as a copywriter and
later became a cre
creative manager. She
now works as Cre
Creative Director at Spectrum Communications and is also the Chairperson
of the Human Rights Commission of
Pakistan.
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The New
Breed
Seema Jaffer, CEO, Bond Advertising,
talks to Slogan
Seema Jaffer is the CEO of Bond Advertising. She went to Mount Holyoke College, USA,
where she studied in politics, economics, literature and film. When she joined Bond, she wore
many hats - Creative, Media, Strategy and Client Relations. She also produced a show on
advertising, The Big Idea. Seema was behind many ad campaigns - her favourite one being
an AIDS Awareness campaign. She has lectured at various institutions and has also served
as Council Member for the Marketing Association of Pakistan and the Special Olympics
Committee, Pakistan. She is involved in pro bono communication work for a number of
organizations including The Citizens Foundation, Special Olympics and Karawan-e-Hayat.

As a woman, what do you think are
the ups and downs of the advertising
industry?
Advertising is an exceptionally welcoming career option for women. Traditionally,
women had been on the creative side and
they continue to be. However, I see women doing extremely well in management
and client handling. On the down side,
long working hours are a major issue for
women, especially those with small kids.
Women continue to rise and do well in the
profession. The dominating days of “Mad
Men” are over.
After studying economics and socioeconomic development, how did you
get into advertising?
Advertising was in my blood, so to
speak. Bond Advertising was set up by
my father, Jamshed Qureshi, in the 60s.
I grew up as an ad brat. From spending
summer holidays in the office to being a
child model in many ad campaigns, I was
steeped in the ad world. I still remember
going to film studios like International and
Evernew as a young child for shoots and
the sound studios for recordings with the
likes of Fauzia Khuro. It was a dreamlike
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journey. During my college days, the journey continued but only in a different direction. Getting into development was something that fired my imagination. When I
got back to Pakistan after graduation, reentering advertising was seamless. However, the development bug is still there. I
have formed an entire development communication unit in the agency. We work
with a lot of clients like Aman Foundation, Karwan-e-Hayat, Special Olympics,
RLCC, APWA and others to make an impact and drive social change. I combined
both my passions and I continue doing
what I love and what I am an expert at.
Life’s good.
What is a good TVC in your opinion?
A good TVC engages, entertains, and
communicates – all in one. It also has to
cut through the clutter and stand apart.
It has to be based on insights and has to
speak to the consumer according to what
they relate to. If it fulfills all of this, it does
the job well.
What are your views about the show,
“The Big Idea”?
The Big Idea was the first TV show on

advertising produced by Bond and was
broadcast by PTV. During those days,
there were only two channels, TV and
NTM. It was a fantastic experience. Comprising a 25 minute magazine format,
showcasing campaigns, case studies and
people behind the ads, models, glamour,
the blood, sweat and tears - we had it
all. We had a team with Asim Reza as
the director, supported by a fabulous production team. I remember calling up Asim
to ask him if he would get on board as
a director of the show. Asim was working as an architect at that time. When I
called him, he told me the timing couldn’t
be better as he had quit his job and was
considering getting into TV production as
a full time commitment. Voila! We were in
business.
The Big Idea was about educating people about the ad business. The medium
of communication was kept in Urdu for
maximum reach. The interest it generated
was beyond our wildest expectations. We
used to get boris (sacks) full of mail every
week. The support from the industry was
also unprecedented. Whether we wanted
to interview the creatives or get archived
ads from ad agencies, everyone went out
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‘Nothing can beat the thrill of a successful
campaign or to see your work in print. That’s a
feeling which is difficult to replace.’
of their way to help us. I am often told I
should revive the show. This would be a
good time to do so.
How do you shift approaches with
different clients?
I don’t. Certain things are constant.
Creative insights, integrity, and an upfront
attitude – these are parts of my personality
and this is who I am. In terms of creative
approach, of course that changes as per
the product or service that we work on. A
social change campaign requires a different approach and tactics as compared to
one that sells soap. However, even those
lines are getting blurred. Dove, with its
real beauty campaign, is a case in point.
Today, consumers look for real speak in
contrast with ad speak. I have worked
with multinational ventures, textile seths
steeped in tradition, government bureaucrats, international NGOs and family businesses. When I look back, I feel my approach has been pretty consistent.
How far do you think the industry has
come since the time you joined?
Now, there are far more specialized
areas and there are many more trained
people. The size of the industry has also
grown. However, we still have a long way
to go. We definitely need to step back and
look at where the industry is heading and
we should work together on some common platforms so that we can get there.
More cooperation between agencies and
more forums through which we can interact are much needed. Dealing with issues
and taking the industry forward - it’s high
time we take this leap.
What do you find more appealing:
teaching advertising or implementing
it?
Definitely implementing it. Nothing can
beat the thrill of a successful campaign
or to see your work in print. That’s a feeling which is difficult to replace. I have
lectured in the past and will continue to
do so. I love dabbling in academia. From
doing jury duties at various universities to
panels and discussions, I also love mentoring. My heart, however, is in the actual
practice of advertising.

Which brand is your personal favourite?
In terms of work, it has to be Bank Al
Habib. Bond was entrusted with the brand
eight years ago. In this period, we have
helped build the brand image of the bank
as one that’s trusted and is approachable
and that consumers can relate to. We are
proud of our work and the industry has
recognized our success through a number of PAS awards that we have won for
Bank Al Habib, including the Best Financial
Campaign for two years in a row and as a
prestigious Best Local Campaign.

Tahira Wasti
(late) was a group
head at Lintas (now
Lowe & Rauf) and
did a memorable
campaign for Surf
Excel. She was
also a renowned
TV actress.

Rehana
Saigol
was unique in that
being a woman she
ventured to open
her own ad agency
in the nineties - Scan
Communications –
and did some very good work. She
later turned to fashion designing.

Sabene
Saigol
came to advertis
advertising in 1996. She is
the Chairperson of
Red Communication Arts. Sabene
received her MSc
in Development Economics from the
University of London and later took
courses in communication.

Seema
Taher
started as a copy
copyParawriter with Para
gon Advertising in
the 1970s. She cofounded Interflow
Communications
with her husband, Taher Khan. Currently, she is the CEO of Airwaves
Media and heads NewsOne, TVOne
and WasebTV.

Nighat Mir
has a Masters in
International Relations. She worked
for Asiatic Adver
Advertising and then cofounded
Circuit
CircuitDraftFCB in 1987
with her husband, Imran Mir. Currently, she is Executive Director, Corporate Affairs at Circuit.

Shehwar
Rahim
joined
Charisma
Ads in early 1984 as
a part-time copy
copywriter. She moved
to Interflow Com
Communications later and started a public
service department. She worked for
Interflow for 17 years and is now with
its sister company, TV One.

Tehmina
Ahmed
started her career
as a copywriter at
SASA. She switched
to journalism and is
now a senior editor
at Newsline magazine.
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Bank Alfalah’s Rising Talent Award
F

our emerging fashion designers presented their
Diswork through Bank Alfalah’s “Rising Talent – Dis
covering the Potential of Pakistan” at the Fashion Paki
Pakistan Week (FPW). The Programme aims to motivate,
inspire and recognise young and upcoming talent and
provide them with opportunities to showcase their tal
talent.
Speaking about the Programme, Atif Bajwa, President &
CEO, Bank Alfalah said : “Bank Alfalah has always supported
entrepreneurs and individuals with potential to contribute to

the country’s economic growth. Through the Rising Talent Programme, we encourage and provide meaningful opportunities to
deserving and talented youth. The Programme also aims to enhance the image of Pakistan by showcasing stories of optimism
and ingenuity. I look forward to a long-term, sustainable partnership with the Fashion Pakistan Council to positively impact our
fashion industry by supporting young talent to drive Pakistan’s
economy.”
Bank Alfalah has been actively supporting fashion organizations
including the Fashion Pakistan Council as well as the PFDC.

Saniya, Nomi star at PIA ramp
S

ania Maskatiya showed off pants and
waistcoats in her trademark textured fabric at the PIA Fashion Show held in Karachi to
present the new cabin crew uniform. Her buttoned hats were a hit but the outfits generally
had too much going on. But she did get shortlisted by PIA
A graduate from the Indus Valley School of
Art and Architecture in Karachi, Sania Maskatiya has been designing since 2007 under the
label ‘Chamak’. Her creations have been
worn by an enviable diversity of people.
Nomi Ansari relied on subtle detailing to
make his offerings for the new PIA uniform.
His deep maroon and navy shalwar kameezes
were offset by a gold-buttoned jacket in the
same hue. The PIA jury also liked his work and
they may go for it.

Known as Pakistan’s King of Colour, Nomi
Ansari graduated from the Pakistan Institute
of Fashion Design with a strong set of skills in
couture development. He has changed the
way women dress in Pakistan by encouraging them to trust colour; he has given them
the confidence to mix and match contrasting
separates in their wardrobes to create one coherent look.

‘Baat Cheet’
at Cannes

R

ayika Choudri’s short-film Baat Cheet
would be screened at the 68th
Cannes Film Festival in Cannes.
The ten-minute film is written, produced
and directed by Rayika Choudri. It features
Sarwat Gilani and Joshindar Chaggar in
leading roles plus Fahad Mirza, Wusatullah Khan and Hammad Hasan Askari. The
film has previously won three gold awards
at the Documentary & Short International
Movie Awards in Indonesia held earlier
this year.
President and CEO PTCL, Walid Irshaid (left) presenting a memento to Minister Mushahidullah Khan. Also
seen are Shahid Afridi, Mohammad Wasim and CHRO PTCL, Syed Mazhar Hussain.
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Wasim rocks ramp
P

akistani cricketer Wasim Akram catwalked for
Levis Pakistan at the TPFW (Telenor Fashion
Pakistan Week) 2015 show where Levis presented their CT 501 collection.
Levis presented the classic straight leg, relaxed
fit and signature button fly blue Jeans at the Fashion Week.
Introducing the new 501 CT (customized and
tapered) edition, Levi’s took the original and added
a custom taper, crafting the perfect and modern fit
for the classic 501.
The 501 CT now has a little more room at the
waist so it is slightly lower for a more relaxed fit.
They have also tapered the leg from the knee to
the ankle.

Book on
Pakistani art

A

No politics for
Reham Khan

R

eham Khan, the wife of PTI chief Imran
Khan, has no plans to enter politics.
But she plans to resume TV anchoring,
though not of the current affairs kind. If she
did that, it would be a conflict of interest
since her husband is a politician and head
of the PTI.
Reham is planning on anchoring a TV
show that would celebrate high achievers.
She is also doing two feature films and designing a jewellery collection. But perhaps
what is closest to her heart is a program
for street children that she wants to do with
the help of the KPK government.

book on
contemporary Pakistani art
titled The Eye
Still Seeks by
eminent artist and
art educationist
Salima Hashmi has
been launched at
the Indus Valley
School of Art and
Architecture.
Hashmi said she was not trained to
be a scholar — she was a ‘maker’ and a
teacher. In the 1980s, a lot of interesting
things in the field of art happened but
nobody wrote about it, she said. There
were many artists, writers and poets
who were achieving courageous feats
and there were not enough people to
document them. Today the situation is
quite different as art in Pakistan has un-

Madam’s grandson
in films

S

ikander Rizvi, Noor Jehan’s grandson,
has bagged the lead role in a coming
Lahore film, opposite actress Humaima
Malick.
The first choice for the lead role
was Fawad Khan. But due to the busy
schedule of the actor, the role was given
to Sikander. He said he never thought of
working in films though he was always
surrounded with well-known people
from the film industry.

ARY film fest

A

RY group is gearing up to launch the
first ever ARY Film Festival this
year.
The festival will honour notable
work by local and foreign film-makers featuring diverse themes. With
achievements like Waar, Main Hoon
Shahid Afridi and Zinda Bhaag, ARY will
showcase what Pakistani cinema offers.
Previously, the Kara Film Festival promoted the art and craft of film-making and
story-telling but met an untimely death owing to security and funding issues.

Mahesh, Pooja in Karachi
P

apa Mahesh and daughter Pooja
Bhatt were in Karachi recently for the
International Theatre Festival that was
organized by the NAPA Repertory. They
played roles in ‘Daddy’ - a play based on
Bhatt’s 1989 film.
Bhatt said it was such a sad situation
that Indian filmmakers were not able to
film in Pakistan because of security reasons. He said filming in Pakistan would
have helped the economies of both Pakistan and India. He said Pakistani films Bol,
Khuda Kay Liye and Waar really impressed

him.
Mahesh Bhatt believes Indian films are
the inspiration behind the revival of Pakistani cinema. Calling himself the facilitator
of the cultural dialogue between Pakistan
and India, Bhatt gave credit to the Indian
film industry for the recent changes in the
Pakistani industry. The filmmaker claimed
that the Pakistanis had gotten a “new lease
of life” thanks to Indian actors. He thanked
the Pakistan government for granting visas
to the Indian groups that travelled to Karachi for the International Theatre Festival.
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Nestlé joins
Digital Youth
coalition

N

New planes in PIA fleet

P

IA added two more aircraft to its fleet recently. Of these one is an Airbus A-320 jet
plane while the other is an ATR-72, a prop aircraft. The Airbus A-320, a single-aisle
medium haul aircraft will be operated on PIA’s domestic and regional international routes.
It can carry 180 passengers and is the 4th A-320 to join the PIA fleet. The ATR-72 is a
propeller plane and PIA would harness it on its short haul routes. The ATR carries 70
passengers.

estlé Pakistan will sponsor the Digital
Youth Summit 2015, a leading tech
conference and startup expo co-organized
by the Information Technology Board of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar 2.0 and
the World
Bank.
The
event will
bring to
Peshawar, tech entrepreneurs and business
experts from Pakistan and all over the
world.
Participants will discuss, for three days,
various aspects of tech entrepreneurship,
innovation and freelancing. The event,
which targets tech entrepreneurs, policymakers and e-lancers, will also include an
Expo open to the general public, allowing
a broader audience to interact with startups from Pakistan, and join free breakout
sessions to learn about coding, freelancing, developing apps, using social media
for marketing and much more.

Streamlines by
Generation

G

Nabila’s no make-up
N

abila has now moved on to the No Makeup trend which features a blush, a lip color, a
concealer, a blender and a powder with puff.
The No Make-up look takes less than a minute. Nabila has launched 5 versions of the
palette for a variety of Pakistani skin tones.

PTCL enriches customer experience
P

TCL has deployed a state-of-the-art integrated data warehouse and business
intelligence (system in collaboration with Teradata).
The system will enable
PTCL to proactively understand customer requirements
through telecommunications
that will enhance customer experience.
Walid Irshaid, President and CEO, PTCL,
said, “PTCL remains committed to adding
value to Pakistan’s communications ecosystem through its continuous quest for
excellence. Our diversified portfolio of services and solutions position us as a trusted
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partner for millions of consumers and businesses nationwide, and we are pushing the
boundaries of innovation to
further empower lives.”
Khuram Rahat, Managing
Director, Teradata Pakistan,
said, “It gives me immense
pleasure to have successfully delivered the integrated data warehouse
project at PTCL and I would like to emphasize that this is just the start of a long and
productive partnership where we will continually engage with PTCL’s business teams to
deliver more value through deeper insights
and analytics.”

eneration revealed its second spring
pret collection, ‘Streamlines’ following its earlier minimalist hand-dyed Indigo
Dreams.
The
collection
has a kind of eighties feel to it with
the prints having
a simplicity and
edge which sets
them apart from
the usual busy
prints in lawn and
cottons.
Taking
inspirainspiration from the movemovement of ants, Streamlines
is all about various grids and stripes.
Driven by the rules of linearity, the collection features patterns such as square
checks, herringbone and ants in a line
on cotton net and fine voile. The brand
has employed screen printing and embroidery for the shirts, dupattas and
trousers, which is based on a dynamic
colour palette. With modern silhouettes,
the shirts are available as separates in
short and long straight styles.
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Pink rickshaws

T

Hum TV Awards in Dubai
T

he third HUM TV Awards 2015 were held in Dubai. Hosted by Hamza
Ali Abbasi, Sanam Jung, Vasay Chaudhry and Ahmad Ali Butt, the
event featured the who’s who of Pakistan’s entertainment industry.
The love-intrigue drama Sadqay Tumhare was declared a winner as
it won in 10 categories. Meanwhile, Saba Qamar received the award for
Best Actor Female (Jury) and her serial Bunty I Love You was given Best
Serial Award (Jury). Ahsan Khan also received the Best Actor Male (Jury)
award for his drama Mausam.
The Hum TV Awards function was filled with a zesty performances by
Sajal Ali with Feroz Khan, as well as Syra Shehroz and Shehroze Sabz
Sabzwari.

One-stop vegetable shop

I

f you want to encourage healthy eating habits
in your family but are not sure where to start,
then you’re in luck; the wife of humorist Anwar
Maqsood, Imrana has brought out a book of
recipes devoted to vegetables.
At the launch ceremony, Imrana’s husband,
Anwar Maqsood, praised his wife’s culinary
skills while cooking expert, Zubeida Tariq,
acknowledged her efforts in reviving people’s
interest in cooking and eating cooked vegetables. She also said that the book provided
information about the benefits of eating vegetables which led to better physical fitness and
improved one’s thinking faculties.
The book is written in simple Urdu and should
be an easy read for both housewives and teenage girls. The writer has included short anecdotes in between recipes, describing the gen-

eral approach of
people towards
vegetables, that
too in a tone that
humour
reflects
that is as catch-ing as that of Anwar
Maqsood. Her writing style is entertaining and informative
and should inspire the
reader to some great
vegetable cooking.
With recipes for a range of vegetables, including bitter gourd (karela), potato, eggplant
(baingan) and even ridge gourd (tori), the book
is nevertheless, a good one-stop shop for vegetable recipes.

Kamila Shamsie
shortlisted

Fawad says
no to oomph

P

akistani-British
novelist
Kamila
Shamsie is among six
contenders shortlisted
for the 2015 Baileys
Women’s Prize for
Fiction. She has been
shortlisted for her
novel A God in Every
Stone published in
2014.
A powerful story of friendship, injustice,
love and betrayal, the story follows a young
Englishwoman, Vivian Rose Spencer. This
is Shamsie’s sixth book to be shortlisted
for the title.

P

akistani actor Fawad Khan did really well
in Indian film Khoobsorat. These days he
is busy with another film with Aliya Bhatt in the
female lead. In the film “Kapoors and Sons”
Fawad has reportedly been asked to shoot
some very intimate
scenes with co-star
Aliya Bhatt. Fawad
Khan has asked the
producers to tone
the scenes down
because he does not
feel comfortable getting intimate to any
one on screen.

he
Environment Protection Fund has
started a Pink
Rickshaw initiative
in Lahore to eradicate gender inequality. The bright
pink and white rickshaws provided to
women drivers have small windows on
both sides and fans for ventilation. The
rickshaws carry female passengers only
- 3 at a time
The project is expected to provide
some security to women from harassment
while commuting and also job opportunities. Though men think women are not
good drivers, statistics prove otherwise.
There is an increase in the number of driving licences issued to women in Pakistan
and research says men, as compared to
women drivers, are more reckless and
overconfident.

Shaina Scott
wears Valliani

A

merican Idol Top 24 contestant Shaina Scott wore an outfit from Ashraf
Valliani’s Heritage Collection to the show.
It was a proud moment for the designer to
see Shaina dazzle in a hand-crafted and
hand-embroidered gold ‘Ralli’ top with
block printed wide legged pants and a
classic Chundhri dupatta. The outfit emphasized the rural crafts and traditional
techniques of Pakistan while incorporating modern trends. It was a perfect unison of east and west that combined the
art of Ralli and block print with a trendy
crop top and palazzo pants finished with
a stunning chundhri dupatta separate to
complete the style.
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Female millennials forward
T

he female millennial is much more likely to believe she can reach
the very top levels with her current employer, particularly those starting their careers, according to a recent report. Some 8,756 millennials
(women born between 1980 and 1995) from 75 countries, were surveyed. Of these, 226 women were from South Africa. The survey was
done to find out how they feel about the world of work and their career.
The female millennial ranks opportunities for career progression as the
most attractive employer trait (53%); making her more career confident
and ambitious than previous generations.
Says Nana Madikane from South Africa: “Our research shows that
when it comes to the female millennial, we really are talking about a new
era of talent. Female millennials are more highly educated and are entering the workforce in larger numbers than any of their previous generations. But this is not the only thing that has changed. They also enter the
workforce with a different career mindset.”
Female millennials in Brazil (76%), India (76%) and Portugal (68%) are
the most confident, while their peers in Japan (11%), Kazakhstan (18%) and Germany (19%) are the least confident.

UAE ad market growing
W

ith key sectors in boom mode, ad spend is settling into a steady pattern in the
UAE. Apart from real estate, the categories of retail, hospitality and banking are
also seeing a steady uptick in spending patterns.
From sky-high billboards to the tiniest digital screens, there is enough happening for
the UAE’s advertising agencies.
If Carrefour is a major spender in print-related advertising, the mantle in television
exposure is laid on the shoulders of Arabtec. The advertising star on radio is Etisalat,
while on outdoor media it is DSF.
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M

essaging apps are clearly the rage on mobile
these days, but U.S. brands and retailers have not
yet made themselves available via mobile chat.
When you think about all the situations in which you
have to call an airline, hotel, restaurant, insurance company, etc., the fact that you can’t instead message these
companies through your smartphone is shocking.
The user experience on mobile in the U.S. primarily includes search and browse, both of which have their own
place in the customer journey. But messaging can no longer
be ignored because that was the original promise of mobile
apps.
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New mag from Saffron Media
S

affron Media Works, a Dubai-based independent media house that brings out FilmFare and Femina, has
launched a new fortnightly print lifestyle magazine.
Digital will complement the print edition by ensuring content goes online. The editorial team will be producing two
different sets of edit material for both the print and digital
platform catering to all readers.
However, the print medium still holds a certain ground
in terms of visibility and retention especially for lifestyle and
fashion content. There is nothing like looking at a celebrity
picture or a fashion product in print.
Is print dying or has it become more niche?
A study done recently in India showed that print is still the preferred medium of advertising
and communication.

The hot button

D

igital ad spending in the U.S. is expected
to reach $60 billion this year, on its way
to overtaking TV by 2018. Up to half of all display ads are never actually seen by humans

-- not because consumers don’t notice them, but because they can’t be
seen. These are ads that never appear
on a consumer’s screen, or show up
too fleetingly to register, but advertisers still pay for them.
Ad people are now fighting over how
quickly every ad can meet the definition of “viewable”. For display ads, at
least 50% of pixels must appear onscreen for at least one second.
Unilever and GroupM have argued
that every ad they pay for should be
all the way in view, every time. The
Interactive Advertising Bureau agrees
with the goal, but calls 2015 a “year of
transition” when looser enforcement should
apply, suggesting campaigns in which perhaps 70% of impressions meet the MRC
definition of viewable.

More power to
mobile!

C

riteo, the performance marketing
technology company, has its released
its Q1 2015 State of Mobile Commerce
Report, highlighting that mobile devices
are now responsible for more than one
third of e-commerce globally. Smartphones are becoming the dominant mobile device replacing tablets. As a result,
advertisers’ future success now depends
on their ability to offer a compelling mobile
site.
The findings are based on Criteo’s
analysis of individual transaction-level
data from more than $160 billion of sales
globally. The report highlights that mobile
devices such as smartphones and tablets
are now responsible for more than one
third of e-commerce globally.

Not on French buses
A

French website promoting extra-marital affairs complained of censorship after
complaints led to its ads being pulled from buses in several cities near Paris.
One bus company, Keolis, confirmed it was pulling down the ads for Gleeden.com,
particularly in the upmarket city of Versailles near the French capital, saying it had
received more than 500 complaints in a single week.
The adv features a half-eaten apple with the tagline “the premier site for extramarital encounters designed by women.”
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Princess Haya is
Hunger Hero
D

ubai Princess Haya bint Al Hussein,
wife of Vice President and Prime Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, HH
Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, has been awarded the 2015 Hunger
Hero Award by the UN World Food Programme (WFP).
A former WFP Ambassador Against
Hunger, Princess Haya was honoured for
her work against hunger during a special
event and panel discussion on Empowered Women and Innovation, hosted by
the WFP.

Targetting Hispanic Buyers
F

amous American retailers such as J.C Penney are making use of unique marketing strategies to pull the ever-growing Hispanic buyer segment to their stores. Neilsen says U.S
Hispanic buying power is expected to hit a record high of $1.5 trillion this year; almost double
from 2010. Many leading retailers have either shifted their campaigns to digital media or have
begun to apply creative advertising strategies to lure prospective buyers.
J.C Penney initiated a restructuring process within the company that saw
the merging of its in-house
Hispanic marketing team
with the general marketing team. It even kicked
off the World Cup with
an ad campaign that
was aimed squarely at
Latinas.

YouTube
Advertising for
Children

A

lthough Google maintains that all
ads on YouTube Kids undergo a
strict screening process that filters out
ads for food, beverages, video games
and beauty products, it is currently
coming under a lot of fire for
a 7-minute ad from McDonald’s refuting myths
regarding the contents
of its Chicken McNuggets. Other brands,
such as Fisher-Price
and American Greeting
have crossed the line
between entertainment
and advertisement.

‘Invention Donkey’
G

eneral Electric has recently launched an online campaign with all its
social media accounts, including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and
SnapChat, having been taken over by a donkey called the ‘Invention Donkey’ which will treat its customers to custom video messages for the whole
day. The aim of the campaign is to show GE’s commitment to innovation
and how new ideas can enable the businesses of today to perform better
amidst numerous challenges. The campaign was created by GE’s agency
partner BBDO New York while all social media activities were coordinated
by VaynerMedia, New York.
As part of the campaign, a social media team will be monitoring tweets
being sent out by Twitter users containing words like ‘invention’ or other topics that fit into the word ‘inventive’ at which they will be sent custom video
messages featuring the beloved ‘Inventive Donkey’.
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Joni Mitchell

Joan Didion

The ‘It’ Girls
A

recent trend in the fashion industry shows the shift
in attention towards older women for major fashion
brands across the globe. French fashion house, Céline,
sent shockwaves across the Internet with its portrayal
of 80-year-old author Joan Didion as the face of its print
campaign. Other fashion labels also decided to jump the
bandwagon and featured older women of influence. These
include popular fashion label Saint Laurent featuring 71year-old Joni Mitchell, 93-year-old Iris Apfel for Kate Spade
and 69-year-old Helen Mirren for L’Oreal.

Helen Mirren
Iris Apfel

Chelsea on
ELLE cover

Push Notifications
R

ecently, conference organizer Eye for Travel held a
Social Media and Mobile Strategies Forum as
a way of encouraging airline companies and tech
startups to talk about the impact of technology
on passenger experience. Some airlines are already incorporating push notifications into their
apps in order to keep passengers aware of any
possible delays in flight schedules. According
to VP of Strategic Services, Scollay Petry, airlines could promote other amenities through
push notifications to their passengers. Yet,
when travelers were asked whether they would
like to receive push notifications of onboard amenities, their response was largely negative, owing to the
possible increase in financial expenses.

NY Times leads Pulitzer prizes

T

he New York Times received three Pulitzer
Prizes, the top journalism honour awarded
annually by Columbia University. The Washington Post was honoured for its coverage of the
Secret Service’s security lapses.
The NY Times won the International Reporting award for
its two-month
investigation
of the Ebola
outbreak and

Times freelance photographer Daniel Berehulak received the feature photography award for
images from West Africa. In addition, The New
York Times’ Eric Lipton won in the Investigative
Reporting category for reporting on the way
lobbyists and lawyers aggressively court state
attorneys general.
The Washington Post’s Carol Leonnig won
the National Reporting award for work that
helped shake up the Secret Service after a series of security lapses. Along with Lipton, The

C

helsea Clinton was thoughtful and
candid during her conversation with
ELLE editor-at-large Rachael Combe for
their cover story. The topics were many
- her mother as the first female president

of the United States, the pressures she
feels as a woman in a leadership role,
how she influences her parents on topics
of national importance such as gay rights,
what it’s like riding the subway and what
it’s like going to the grocery store.
She talked passionately about motherhood and her seven-month-old daughter,
the happy place in which she finds herself,
finally writing her own story as a mother,
being a wife and being the beloved daughter of two of the most powerful people on
the planet.

Wall Street Journal’s staff also won in the Investigative Reporting category for a series on Medicare. In the Explanatory Reporting category,
Bloomberg News won its first Pulitzer for Zachary Mider’s work on tax inversions. The Los Angeles Times took home two awards, with Diane
Marcum winning for Feature Writing and Mary
McNamara for Criticism.
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Masud Hamid

Man of the
Medium
T

he news of Masud Hamid’s death was shocking. It is not quite clear
why an innocuous man like him would meet such a tragic end.
Masud was a ‘no strings attached’ sort of person, a self-made man
who had built his career on the back of sheer hard work. I remember
the late Iqbal Noorie interviewing him for a sales manager’s job in Dawn.
This was way back in 1985. And Masud came across as a man who
knew what he was talking about.
Before Dawn, Masud had worked for Spectrum Communications.
From doing client service at an ad agency to taking up a sales job at
a newspaper was quite a different ballgame but it was obvious that
Masud was ready for the challenge. Though the print medium was still
strong in those days but even then, selling space – newspaper or whatever - was difficult. That Masud Hamid made it look so easy went to
the credit of the man. He must have faced the rock wall of resistance
everywhere he went – advertisers, agencies - but he plodded on and
made a success of it.
Dawn had been known to be a very conservative organization all
along and those who worked for it operated within many constraints,
whether in advertising or otherwise. To top it off, the ad department
was also understaffed. Masud brought a new pace and momentum to
the way the Dawn advertising arm worked – and added many dynamic
people to the team. The result was that the newspaper’s snooty face
began to open up and more revenue generating ideas began to be
explored.
While replying to a question (in an exclusive interview in this magazine
in 2013) about Dawn going into other areas than just bringing out a
newspaper, Masud had said that that was how changes were coming
about in the print medium.
“The Financial Times holds so many conferences a year,” he had
said. “It’s a newspaper but they sponsor, handle and manage conferences on subjects like art. If a newspaper like the Financial Times sponsors an art conference, where is the synergy? The synergy lies in the
fact that the reader of the Financial Times is an art collector too. In the
west, banks are big collectors of art. Post-9/11, the dip in their advertising industry was about 40 percent. A similar trend was witnessed in
Pakistan at the time of Benazir’s assassination. Advertising just dipped
and we had to look for options and it was also a good test for us – that
how about a B2B or a B2C event, where we could bring the consumer
and the manufacturer or the marketing firm together to have an eye to
eye contact.” He had further said, “Lifestyle today is the largest consumer event in the country. We do it in three cities and we get about
150 to 200 exhibitors. Yes, we do throw the children in. If the wife is
interested in attending Lifestyle, there should be something there for the
husband and something for the kids as well.”
That was Masud Hamid’s style – and it took him right to the top of
the chart as Director of Marketing at Dawn. He had many new ideas
up his sleeve, like opening up the digital potential for Dawn by setting
up a Digital Society.
His pace was lively, result-oriented – and imaginative. He was well
aware of the diverse directions a print medium must take to stay
afloat. He was ‘a strong human being,” as his daughter Tooba described him in a piece in Dawn. And it’s all gone because Masud
Hamid is no more. - JA
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Goodbye Sabeen!
By Taha Kehar

F

ew lives have been more eventful than
Sabeen Mahmud’s. In the four decades
of her life, she changed many hats – from
being a technology consultant and social
entrepreneur to a human rights activist.
A woman of many facets, she braved all
odds and gave a voice to the marginalized
sections of society. Perhaps that is why it is
difficult to imagine a world without her.
The first time I met Sabeen was in April
2011 – exactly four years before she fell
victim to her perpetrator’s gun. At the time,
she had been running T2F, a small café in
Karachi, for four years. The venue had provided an open platform for artists, writers,
musicians and journalist to come together
and connect. I had started working for a
media magazine at the time and was asked
to profile her achievements.
In retrospect, I thought this would be
like any other interview. It would have its
rare highpoints and eventually hit rock bottom. However, as I walked into the spacious, wood-panelled Faraar Gallery for

the interview, I realized just how easily I’d
misjudged her. From the minute I switched
on my audio recorder to the moment we
said goodbye, Sabeen taught me several
valuables lessons and reaffirmed my trust
in humanity.
“Respect is gained organically, not
through shameless self-promotion,” she
told me when I asked her about how she
managed to garner interest in T2F. “If you
think about it, you haven’t come to interview me because I told you to come.
You’ve come of your own free will. That’s
more meaningful at the end of the day.”
Four years later, when her body was
brought to the same gallery where the
interview was conducted, these words
reached appropriate justification. Family,
friends, fans and even strangers who were
drawn towards her charismatic personality, participated in the last rites. With tearful
eyes and a heavy heart, they bid farewell to
a woman who was more human than most
of us can ever be in a lifetime.
“If we focus on tapping the potential of
the human mind, critical thought will devel-

op,” she had said during the interview.
It was this unflinching commitment to
create a capacity for critical thought which
eventually brought her at loggerheads with
extremists and led to her untimely death.
However, my memories of Sabeen are
not tainted by the reality of her brutal demise. Although I never saw her again, we
were briefly in touch after the interview. In
August 2011, I sent her an email to inform
her that I would be dropping by at her café
the following week to donate some books
for the bookshelf at T2F. She replied saying, “Friday might not work. Can we meet
on Wednesday at 6pm?”
When a ticker on a news channel announced her death, I instantly regretted
not replying to her email. I suppose a part
of me always thought she would be around
and wasn’t in much of a hurry to visit her.
The books are still lying on my shelf. But
the person who would have eventually inherited them is no longer with us. All we are
left with is the memory of woman who has
left behind a void that cannot be filled and
an example that is beyond compare.
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One-on-One

What is the Environment Protection
Foundation and what activities is it involved in?
The Environment Protection Fund is a
non-profit organisation registered in California, U.S.A and in Lahore as the Environment
Protection Foundation. We are affiliated with
a number of other NGOs including Azme
Alishan, Packages Ltd., Lahore Waste Management Company (LWMC), United States
Institute of Peace (USIP) and the United
States Agency for International Development (USAID)/Creative Associates.
TEPF works with student volunteers and
provides venues, tools and certification for
community service work done by students.
We focus on
engag-engag

How did you come up with the idea of
starting such an institution?
After having lived most of my life in the
U.S., I decided to eventually move back
to Pakistan so that I could be close to my
roots. Once I came here, however, I was
deeply disturbed by the complete deterioration of our physical environment. It was very
painful. The objective behind starting TEPF
was not to start ‘cleaning up’ physically; instead, it was to educate future generations
on the importance of keeping the country
clean and green. That is when I began working with schools, school children, administrative arms of the government, individuals
and communities and even companies to
help educate children on the need to reverse
this dreadful trend.
What challenges did you
come across?
A major difference between
opening an NGO in the United
States and one here is that, in
howev
the U.S, the process, howevactual
er tedious it may be, is actually pretty straightforward. If you
are willing to follow the rules
and have all necessary
documents on hand,
you can have
your NGO

ing the youth to promote tolerance through
community service initiatives. Some of the
projects that we have accomplished include
cleaning and composting, planting of trees
and solar installations. Through these projprojects, children of different faiths come totogether and learn tolerance, accountability
and responsibility. We even organize semiseminars related to issues prevalent in our socisociety today, including social responsibility and
environment, tolerance, organic gardening,
tree planting and composting and even
population management.
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opened in no time. Over
here, I realized that
unless I knew
the right
peopeo-

ple within the community and government,
it would be very difficult for me. There is no
clarity; practically everything is running on
an ad hoc basis. I remember I used to sit
in front of the society’s office for hours and
even days on end, waiting on an update from
the officials regarding the status of my NGO
so that I could move on to the next stage.
Thankfully, due to persistence and perseverance, I was able to get the job done.
Another hurdle I faced came in the form of
funding. Most of it came primarily from my
own resources along with a little help from
friends and family. In fact, I had to sustain
it for quite a number of years on just that.
During that time, I went from door to door
asking for donations. At every board meeting, I pleaded with board members for an
additional injection of funds, just so that I
could keep it running. Eventually, our first
breakthrough came in the form of the United
States Institute of Peace (USIP) which greatly helped our cause.
In your view, are people generally willing to help or is there a lack of interest in
the area?
I think it is a bit of both. From my experience, I can say that people, in general, are
Whenmore reactive than proactive. Whenever disaster strikes in the form
of a flood, an earthquake or a

One-on-One

terrorism-related incident, people galvanise
into action. When it comes to working towards a cause on an ongoing basis, you will
find there are hardly any examples. I remember when I was struggling to keep TEPF
afloat and was, hence, in desperate need
of donations, people from all over the world
came forth with great enthusiasm. People
in Pakistan, however, never made the effort. Sadly, I got to experience this sentiment
from some of my closest friends as well.
The problem in our society is that people
belonging to the lower and middle income
class are too caught up in their own problems to even think about anything else. On
the other end of the spectrum, the elite just
don’t seem to care and, as a result, are the
least bit interested.
What is the Pink Rickshaw initiative
and to what extent will it be successful in
upholding women’s rights in Pakistan?
The Pink Rickshaw initiative seeks to
make the environment more conducive for
women so as to empower them by making them more mobile, safe and better able
at providing a living for themselves. The
scheme involves rickshaws that are to be
driven by women for female passengers only
so as to ensure the security of both driver
and passenger. The initiative offers women
the confidence and independence to take a

whose ludicrous arguments do little to affect
the image of the Pink Rickshaw scheme.
One critic complained that the initiative was
promoting sexism as indicated by its pink
colour. Another argued that the scheme was
enforcing segregation which is a preposterous allegation as the female drivers of the
rickshaws are allowed to transport their male
relatives to their desired destinations.
In what ways can the private sector
(specifically their advertising and public
relations functions) assist NGOs such as
yours?
So far, nobody from the private sector has
really stepped in. However, I’m still working

headstart. Everyone knows that if you want to
be connected to the social scene, you have
to be located either in Islamabad or Karachi
as this helps you gain access and proximity
to foreign donors. Our offices were situated
in Lahore, thereby complicating our funding
process. Secondly, we were still the new kids
on the block. Since I had come from the U.S,
I was still greatly unfamiliar with the processes
and procedures that existed within the Pakistani governmental framework. Still, thankfully, we have managed to overcome a number
of hurdles.
What is your message to young people
looking for ways to improve society?

The Way to Female
Empowerment
Zar Aslam, the woman behind the Pink Rickshaw, talks to Mahrukh Farooq.

step forward and work towards making their
lives better. It also offers women passengers
peace of mind with guaranteed safety.
What has the response been so far?
The response has been overwhelmingly
positive. I have had men come into our office
asking for a rickshaw for their wives, mothers and sisters. It is incredibly encouraging
as it indicates that these men are willing to
allow the female members of their family to
step forth and do their bit in supplementing
the family income.
Amidst so much enthusiasm from members of the community, both international
and local, there are a handful of naysayers

on trying to get them involved in this initiative
as this in turn would help complement the
corporate social responsibility arm of such
organizations as well as boost the value of
our cause. Currently, we are offering some
organizations the chance to have their logos
printed on the rickshaws so as to help them
associate their corporate image with the
cause. The media has been a great help to
our cause.
Do you believe existing NGOs and socially productive corporations are doing
enough for the betterment of society?
I believe everybody is doing their part as
much as they can. However, all of them had a

My message to young people will be
that if you want to do something for your
community or your society, then do something that is tangible. It is very easy for one
to get involved in social media campaigns
and partake in walks and rallies and dharnas. These practices are, in their own way,
commendable and do have the potential
to make an impact. Yet, when it comes to
really making a difference, what is needed
is a hands-on effort for a cause that has
the potential to change the face of society. It can be anything that is close to your
heart and the effort made can be as small
as possible, so long as you have something to show for it.
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Events

Awarding advertising excellence
T

he fifth PAS Awards were held on April
25 at the Karachi Expo Centre.
Along with the regular 20 categories that
are featured each year, five innovative categories and two special categories were also
included - a lifetime achievement award and
best nationally oriented campaign award.
The lifetime achievement award was presented to Javed Jabbar.
PAS Awards 2015 were presented by
Zong and powered by Microsoft. The cosponsors included Toyota and Olpers. Various radio channels along with Jang Media
Group and Brandsynario were media partners for the star studded event.

Events
Slug

Business Recorder celebrates
B

usiness Recorder celebrated its
golden jubilee on April 27, 2015 in
Karachi with the slogan “50 Years of Putting the Economy First.”
In a country where the economy has
never been the driver of prosperity, it is
commendable that a business newspaper like the Business Recorder has completed 50 years of its existence and has
outlived all those contemporary dailies
who came before and after it.
The newspaper is today steered forward by the Zuberi brothers but the
credit of its birth and long survival must
go to the late M.A. Zuberi who faced
many odds to bring out the daily in less
favourable times. Perhaps, more than
the newspaper itself, the credit goes to
his vision that the road where the newspaper’s offices are located near Guru
Mandir, is named after the newspaper –
Business Recorder Road.

Promoting Filmmaking
A

like Fawad Khan, Saqib Malik,
Shamoon Abbasi and Deepak
Perwani.
The jury comprised actors
Moammar Rana and Talat Hussain, make-up artiste Nabeela,
musicians Imu and Shallum, director and fashion designer
Saqib Malik and Deepak
Perwani in addition to
Stare Yildrim, a Turkish
writer, director and producer and Giles Foreman,
Batul Khalid, Nabeel Malik and Faisal Khan
a British actor and director.
For upcoming festivals, Karabrings viewers and filmmakers
wood Films conducted orientation
together on a common platform.
sessions in various film and meIt is the brainchild of Batul Khalid,
dia schools during March. Under
Nabeel Malik and Faisal Khan and
the banner of ‘Boost your films’,
was established in 2014.
Karawood Films also organized
The first annual Karawood Interfilm screenings in cinemas in
national Film Festival was held in
Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad
Karachi, Lahore and Islamabad in
during the first week of April.
the first half of 2015. Several PakiKarawood Films also organized a
stani and foreign films that were
musical evening featuring Amjad
shown at the festival featured
Sabri and Asad Khan in Karachi
emerging technologies.
on April 10 on the theme of ‘Be
A press conference in KaraLive’. – S.F.
chi welcomed various people
platform for filmmakers, animators and directors that bridges
cultural gaps is what Karawood
Films is all about. Through promoting and upholding feature films,
documentaries, animated films
and short films, Karawood Films
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Slug Talk

The wise men of TV
(Women not allowed!)
By Javed Ansari
It all started with Zaid Hamid when, some
years back, he appeared in a program on TV
One which was based on a female asking
him questions which he would answer in his
full fury. The answers were not supposed to
be directed at the girl. She would just set the
ball rolling while his target would be the world
at large, particularly those who did not see
eye to eye with him.
The producers of the programme must
have thought that rather than have Zaid
Hamid give a solo vitriolic speech every time,
based on his thoughts as to what was hap
happening to Pakistan and the Muslim world,
the female host would simply serve to start
the conversation and interject her thoughts
in-between. This would be enough for Zaid
Hamid to launch into an unstoppable tirade.
He would simply let all hell loose, much to
the discomfort of those who didn’t agree
with his views.
The format was subsequently picked up
by Najam Sethi and continues to this day on
Geo TV in his program, ‘Aapas ki Baat’ in
which he says he gets his information from
a ‘chirya’ (also depicted in the programme
graphics). Here again, Najam Sethi projects
his own views, but in a more coherent and
less fiery question-answer format.
There was a short break when Sethi was
appointed interim Chief Minister of the Pun
Punjab, in the run-up to the 2013 elections. In
the beginning, Munib Farooq, Sethi’s inno
innocent interviewer, came across as a person
who would ask harmless questions without
adding any of his own thoughts. But it’s good
to see that, over time, Munib Farooq has
come into his own and conducts the pro
programme in a more controlled manner. It’s not
the wise man vs. innocent questioner format
anymore. Munib is a lawyer himself and car-
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ries an intelligent line of questioning forward
in a very informed manner.
The Meray Mutabiq format was started
by Dr. Shahid Masood on Geo News but he
now acts as the absent-minded, tangled hair
professor on TV One. His Meray Mutabiq has
been taken over by Hassan Nisar, another
angry wise man who seems to care two
hoots for anyone – except himself.
Sohail Warraich, a television face widely
recognized for his Ek Din Geo ke Saath, who
was drawn into presenting Meray Mutabiq for
some time, now gives his expert and ‘wise’
views on a whole host of other subjects in
various other programmes.
Another wise man is Sardar Khan Niazi
on Roz TV. A working journalist, Niazi has
many beans to spill and he does it in a rather
cryptic manner while his host gapes at him
in disbelief.
There is, in fact, no dearth of wise men
complemented by dumb males - and females - on TV these days. It must be noted,
however, that wisdom is a domain that is
commanded on TV by ‘men only’ and no
female is permitted to enter this hallowed
sphere.
For example, Junaid Saleem, the host
of Hasb e Haal, projects himself as a very
wise man but what he has only succeeded
in achieving is effectively turning the comedy
show into a lecturing session. The comedian
and true spirit of the show, Sohail Ahmed
(Azizi), has also taken to lecturing these days
though he cannot suppress his comedy itch
on a number of occasions. A lot of it is in
Punjabi (Hasb e Haal being an Urdu language show) and the humour is indecipherable for many viewers. All that comes across
is Najia’s out of control and loud laughter.
Another show on the same format that has
recently appeared on the scene is the one
conducted by Aftab Iqbal (formerly of Hasb e
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Haal). While Aftab Iqbal plays the wise man in
the show (his wisdom being a source of continuous wonder for the rest of the team), the
comedian here is Mehmood and some other
blokes while another good-looking female
plays the laughing maiden, though her laughter is pretty much subdued.
It is simply worth admiration how Khushnood Ali Khan emphasizes every sentence in
his show. He had another female in the show
in the earlier days but she used to pre-empt
quite a bit of the exclusive information that
Khushnood would have up his sleeve for consumption of viewers. She has now been replaced by another girl who never asks questions out of turn – and obediently listens to all
the wisdom that Khushnood has to spread.
One remembers lawyer Babar Awan doing a religious programme on TV before he
became the law minister in the PPP government. After he fell out, he turned to doing a TV
show again but this time he throws crumbs of
wisdom to the audience in the presence of a
female host and even enthuses viewers with
some ‘select’ shairi at the end of the show.
Sajjad Mir is a working journalist so wisdom
is a commodity that he has in abundance. It’s
good that he shares it with viewers through
his TV show.
They say, once a soldier, always a soldier.
Ziauddin Ahmed may not be a working journalist anymore but he still has opinions – and
wisdom - to give in his TV programme. When
there is a naïve female sitting before him, it is
just the right way to do it.
Another well-known journalist is Mujeeb ur
Rehman Shami. He is quite set in his views,
take it or leave it and the poor host cannot do
much about it.
Moeed Peerzada, the former civil servant
and lawyer-turned-politician-turned-TV wise
man Fawad Chaudhry used to spread the
pearls of their wisdom together but, of late,
Peerzada is seen going it all alone. Perhaps
Chaudhry is in negotiations with another TV

channel for a solo show to spread his wisdom.
There were two working journalists - Rauf
Klasra and Amir Mateen – and a female anchor – to start with. The female seems to have
disappeared because it turned out that she
didn’t have much to do except call for commercial breaks. As for Rauf Klasra and Amir
Mateen, it is more like a Mutual Admiration
Club. Both expose a lot of otherwise hidden
information for mass consumption but not
without having thoroughly massaged each
other’s ego in the process.
Veteran journalist Haroon Rasheed does
his show with a female anchorperson and
journalist Habib Akram and they combine
their efforts to bring to light information which
viewers would have never known otherwise.
Haroon Rashid projects a particular shade of
opinion and sometimes this takes the audience behind the scenes to see events from a
different angle.
One duo that does not need an innocent
female to massage their egos is that of Arif
Nizami and Ch. Ghulam Hussain - and they
carry on regardless.
Air Marshal (R) Shahid Latif is one of those
ex-military officers from the senior cadres who
have taken to TV-guesting in their retired life.
Many others of the same ilk write autobiographies about their busy careers and perhaps
the air marshal is also doing the same. But
he has become quite a frequent panelist on
various TV channels and also has his own
programme on a channel – a platform that he
uses to further his own thinking on various aspects of the nation’s performance – and tells
you in all his wisdom what should be done
and not done.
Another formar civil servant (and he has a
lot of stories to tell) Orya Maqbool Jan has no
qualms about spreading his wise words on
verious TV shows while Saroop Ijaz has on
opinion on everything his fast-talking female
host asks.
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Ad Spend

Media Spend Trends
By Sarah Fahim

T

he power of mighty media is seldom
underestimated. Pakistan is a country
where communication reaching the masses
through the media affects buying behaviours.
The changing trends of media reshape different brands ad expenditures and, in turn,
their positioning in the consumer’s mind. Despite the global communication trend that is
shifting to digital media, television and print
are still the big players in Pakistan. Ever since
the advent of television in the country, it has
enjoyed maximum national reach. It communicates with the audience irrespective of
the literacy rate. Print, or digital and outdoor
media for that matter, depend on the literacy
rate to a great extent when taking reach into
consideration. Print is right after television in
terms of reach, especially in the urban areas, followed by radio which enjoys greater
penetration in the rural areas. Outdoor is an
important medium as well and has regained
considerable penetration over recent years
as a result of high quality vinyl printing. The
digital medium is still in its infancy in Pakistan
and does not attract ad spend in competitive volumes.
During the fiscal year 2012-13, media ad
spend in television stood at Rs. 21.73 billion,
representing 61% share of the total ad spend
during the year. The share of television had
an increase of 11% that rose from Rs. 19.62
billion during 2011-12 to Rs. 21.73 billion in
2012-13. The media expenditure of ads on
television increased from Rs. 32.82 billion
in 2011-12 to Rs. 35.85 billion in 2012-13.
The overall share of television in media ad
expenditure rose 1% during the fiscal year
in consideration and stood at 61% at the

end of the year. Satellite television channels
comprise 83% and Rs. 18.079 billion of the
total ad spend of television and have seen
an increase of 16% when compared to the
last fiscal year. Terrestrial channels on the
other hand comprise 17% and represent Rs.
3.651 billion, indicating an increase of 9%
from the last fiscal year.
Among TV channels, Geo News represents a 20% increase in revenue, whereas
PTV Home has fallen from the first to the
third place this year. Geo News makes up
12% of the total percentage share of TV and
PTCL stands at 10%. Hum TV has seen a
monumental increase of 48% revenue during the fiscal year 2012-13 and stands in the
third place, previously fifth during 2011-12,
in terms of total ad spend share of television.
The top five TV channels account for 47% of
the total media ad spend and include Geo
Entertainment and ATV as well.
In terms of product categories advertised
on television, mobile phones and telecommunication stay ahead of all others by a
good 23% share of spend. Carbonated and
soft drinks make up 6% of the ad-spend,
whereas detergents comprise 5%. Detergents also remain the top advertised category on cooking channels. The companies
most advertised on TV are Unilever Pakistan
with 13% share, PTCL with 6% and Procter
and Gamble Pakistan with 5% share. The
most advertised brands include Coca Cola,
Surf Excel, Ariel, Mountain Dew, Head &
Shoulders, Telenor TalkShawk, Ufone, Dettol Soap and Safeguard.
Print and its reach invariably depends
on literacy. Print ad spend revenue has increased by 5%, from Rs. 7.427 billion in
2011-12 to Rs. 7.77 billion in 2012-13. The

overall media ad spend share of print decreased in the referred fiscal years by 1%
and stood at 22% during 2012-13. Among
newspapers, Jang maintains a 36% share;
Dawn stands at 19% followed by Daily Express, The News and Nawa-i-Waqt. Newspapers comprise a wholesome 98% of print
ad spend whereas magazines comprise 2%.
The ad spend share of newspapers has increased by 4% when compared to the fiscal
year 2011-12. The ad spend share of magazines on the other hand has increased by
17%. Two magazines, Akhbar-e-Jahan and
Mag, occupy 48% and 18%, respectively.
The top advertised product categories in
print are 16 % classified advertising. Legal
and other notices comprise 13% whereas
educational institutions represent 10%
share of print ad spend. Among the companies, Geo TV Network collectively comprises 6% whereas PTCL, Express Group
and PPP-P comprise 2% share each. The
most advertised brands in print are Geo TV
Network with 6% share. The brands that
follow include Bahria Town, Express Group,
Channel 5, Park View, Aaj News, Waqt and
corporate advertising of Ufone, HBL and
NBP comprising 1% share each during the
fiscal year 2012-13.
Outdoor, radio and internet ad spend
shares comprise 6%, 4% and 1% shares
of the total ad media spend, respectively.
They represent comparatively less reach
than television and print which occupy a
monumental share of media spend in any
particular fiscal year. The trend will shift to
digital media very gradually as the literacy
rate improves in order for it to keep pace
with the global change in media and communication.
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Reviews

Tribute to the brave
W
MUSIC

hile no other organization may be quite interested in
doing music videos on the heroic war that the army is
fighting against the militants in the country’s tribal areas, the
ISPR (Inter Services Public Relations), a regular wing of the
Pakistan Armed Forces, is alive to the need and is making
good use of available talent to project positive vibes about
the whole operation.
The effort is in evidence both on the practical as well as
emotional level and serves as an umbilical cord between the
struggles of the armed forces, particularly the Pakistan Army,
and what it means to those parents and families of Pakistan
to whom thes trained and groomed fighters belong.
The new music video from Jal - Tou Thori Dair - is the
heartwarming story of a young soldier, his newly wedded wife
and his courageous mother. Produced by Farhan Saeed (including his own vocals), it describes in vivid detail what the
family of a soldier goes through in the war against terrorism.
This is Farhan Saeed’s second music video dedicated to the
armed forces and has again been produced in collaboration
with the ISPR.
Based on Operation Zarb-e-Azb, it features a young soldier reminiscing about his beloved and brings out the valour
of his mother. In fact, the highly emotional mother-son connection touches the viewer’s inner sentiments in a very effec-

tive manner.
Directed
by Qasim Ali
Mureed,
Tou
Thori Dair is an
effective statement about the
war against the
Taliban. It makes
use of a realistic setting
and ends with the lines:
Jahan main ehel-eemaan soorat-e-khursheed jeetay hain,
Udhar doobay, idhar
niklay,
Idhar doobay, udhar
niklay.
The last music video by Farhan Saeed, Tou Qadam Barhaaye Ja, also revolved around the gallant men of the Pakistan Army and the Peshawar incident. Tou Thori Dair is another tribute to the travails of Pakistan’s fighting forces.
– S.F.

Perfect Cinderella

FILM

T

he name instantly takes one’s mind back to the 1950s
when the animated character, Cinderella, hummed
‘sing sweet nightingale’ on screen. The 2015 version isn’t
much different and Lily James seems to be the perfect fit
for the lead character. Disney is known for moulding magic
into films and stories like no other production house. Cinderella is not even slightly similar to Frozen or the curious,
inquisitive and adventurous Rapunzel in Tangled.
Kenneth Branagh’s modern Cinderella isn’t much different and has the same character like the older one. Lily
James does justice to it and the film revolves around a
stepmother and two stepsisters after Ella’s parents die..
However, the only few interesting twists to the film are a
prior meeting of Cinderella and the prince, played by Richard Madden. Cate Blanchett adds value to the entire 112
minute yet impressive bravado as the stepmother, Lady
Tremaine.
After watching Anne Hathaway in Ella Enchanting and
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then turning to Cinderella, the question arises of why there
are no twists and turns to the story. When speaking of
Maleficent or Frozen Forever, anticipation drives the audience’s interest whereas the audience of Cinderella knows
exactly what to expect as if they were watching a film of
pre-defined calculation.
Convincing points of differentiation from the 1950s version could have added a
very credible touch to the
film. But then, there can’t
be any debate about how
much the young and old
adore this fairytale character. Gazing at the screen
isn’t an unusual sight when
a Disney tale is playing, let
alone Cinderella.
– S.F.

Reviews

Simple idea, great execution
“A

CAMPAIGN
CAMPAIGN

dvertising is based on one thing: happiness. And do you
know what happiness is? Happiness is the smell of a new
car. It’s freedom from fear. It’s a billboard on the side of a road that
screams with reassurance that whatever you’re doing is OK. You
are OK,” says the no-holds-barred ad man Don Draper from the
hit TV series Mad Men. Every once in a while, there comes an ad
which sells you that happiness; that makes you laugh a little (or a
lot) and gives you a solution that you least expected to a problem
that just won’t go away. And that is exactly what the latest Homage UPS Inverter ads are all about.
Produced by iDCreations, the first of the two Homage UPS ad
opens with a woman weeping over the loss of her phone. She
proceeds to tell us about the various functions of her forty
five-thousand rupee brand new phone that she
got as a wedding anniversary present – it had
an impressive camera, a super-fast processor,
screen size that would put every other handheld device to shame, built-in memory and the
works. She then tells us her device met an untimely death because she charged it on a lowquality (sasta) UPS and then cries some more as
her husband hands her more tissue paper to wipe
her tears and the voiceover urges the audience to
buy Homage UPS Inverter.
The second ad shows a man who drones on
about diodes, conductors and electric current.
only to reveal to the audience that he’s a doctor,
not an engineer but thanks to the low-quality UPS
that he had installed, he is now a makeshift engineer as well.
The camera then pans out and shows him fixing something
(presumably an appliance).
The Homage ad series are hilarious and insightful. They take
a simple problem-solution approach but work well because the
audience is able to relate to the problems presented. Every day
consumers suffer long power outages and voltage issues that
can fry their electronic devices, thus preventing them from leading a normal life (also the peg of the ad). It is this desire to live a
‘normal’ life that makes the ads so believable – a rare insight of-fered into the consumer’s mind that most production houses are
unable to execute effectively. The characters are convincing and
their woes strike a chord with the audience.
Original ideas are hard to come by in the ad world these days. Given
the rampant conceptual plagiarism – the Dispirin ad featuring Mehwish
Hayat is a case in point –, it is commendable to note there are people
trying hard to put up original work out there.
Homage’s latest fare may not be outstanding but it works well because it picks up on a common problem and offers an obvious solution. Critics are quick to say the ad looks suspiciously like some Indian
ads (more specifically certain OLX ads) but let’s be honest: a problemsolution approach forms the basis of any good ad so full points to
iDcreations for taking an unconventional approach.
– S.W.
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Shooting Star
Kohi Marri is the person to call for memorable wedding photos.

U

nseen and inconspicuous, with a ready
eye for moments of happiness, joy and
even sadness, Kohi Marri represents the latest brand of photographers indulging in what
is popularly known as ‘casual’ photography
or photojournalism. A far cry from previous
trends related to wedding photography in
Pakistan - blinding flash lights, large, unwieldy camera equipment and stone-faced
wedding participants - photojournalism has
taken the Pakistani wedding circuit by storm
with many an individual requesting, nay, demanding that their wedding should sport the
best there is in color and sepia-tint photos.
A smile, a laugh, the locking of the gazes
of two people hopelessly in love; these are
what has caused a major shift in the preferences of customers everywhere, thus ultimately causing the industry to move beyond
the typical shaadi shoot. “People are sick
of intrusive, loud and obnoxious photographers who shout at people, telling them
what to do and where to stand,” explains
Marri. “I believe everything has to be an organic part of the event and I try to work in
harmony with the people’s state of mind.”
Credited by his peers as being behind the
start of the revolution of
wedding photojournalism
in Pakistan, Kohi insists
on putting emphasis on
bringing out the emotive
element in his photo-
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graphs. Perhaps this is the reason he prefers working alone. “I work alone because
the personal relationship with the subjects
creates intimacy,” explains Marri. “I blend
into the situation and background to get
more interesting pictures and capture moments that might have been lost otherwise.”
Known for his quiet, yet humble, demeanour
amongst clients and fellow photographers,
Kohi believes that by keeping an eye out
for spontaneity during events, one can easily capture all the sentiments that go into a
wedding; be it in the form of the glow on
the bride’s face or the expression of sheer
excitement in a child’s eyes, the latter of
which Kohi favours the most. “I do like kids
running amok,” says Marri. “I love those pictures. They result in unplanned gems, which
are the best.”
With a display of such devotion towards
the craft of photography and skill in bringing
out the best in people, it is rather hard to believe that Kohi Marri, who is a graduate from
the Oxford Brookes University as well as
an award-winning photojournalist, actually
came into this area of photography totally
by accident. “I took my camera because
I didn’t know what else to do at my
cousin’s wedding,” remembers Marri.
“My cousin liked the pictures and from
there on, it was word of mouth.”
He soon started building a passion
for the profession, taking up project after project. “Initially, I thought it
would be nice to do wedding pictures
as an artistic statement. I became
more obsessed with photography
over time and surprisingly, people
liked what I did,” says Marri. “The next
thing I knew, my phone wouldn’t stop
ringing.”
Not only has Kohi Marri become a
renowned name in wedding photography due to his exceptional skills, he
has, in fact, also become extremely
well-liked amongst his peers and contemporaries for his generosity and
modest nature. “He is really one
person whom we owe a lot,” say
Sitwat Rizvi and Insiya Syed, the
popular female photography duo
well-known for wedding photography. “When he took a break in
2009, he passed us a lot of his
clients.” A great supporter of tal-

ent as and when he sees it, Marri even entrusted the pair with the shooting of his own
wedding.
The transition from relative obscurity to
widespread appreciation has been anything
but easy, with all the success and recognition earned through numerous projects
adding a bittersweet flavour to the whole
journey. There have been many challenges
along the way, one of which, most notably,
is the opinions of Kohi’s family regarding his
decision. Initially, they did not understand
his passion and persisted that he take up a
corporate job.
It turned out that the profession Kohi
had chosen for himself was very demanding; with numerous projects on his calendar.
This meant he has barely had any time for
himself, his family and his friends. This is a
fact his wife makes a point to remind him
constantly. “My wife understandably had
complaints because my work never ended,” explains Marri. “It started outside with
shoots and even continued at home. Social life was dead and is now even worse.”
However, priorities changed drastically once
Kohi became a father, causing him to scale
back and take limited projects during a specific time.
With so many wedding photojournalists
making their appearance on the Pakistani
wedding scene, a profession which Kohi
Marri pioneered, it does not take an expert’s eye to see that the trend is showing
no signs of slowing down. For upcoming
photographers hoping to make it big in the
wedding field, Kohi insists that they stick to
the basics. “I personally don’t pay attention
to trends. I focus on keeping my work contemporary and relevant.” – M.F.

Net Trends

Digital marketing
in Pakistan
By Samina Wahid

I

n recent years, digital marketing has
emerged as a major industry around
the world. Marketers today realize
that digital marketing is a decisive force in the success of their
business since it can increase
profitability in a cost-effective
manner. The situation in Pakistan is no different as many
company executives are considering the conventional use
of internet (such as marketing
on social networks) as the
only viable channel of marketing their products and services
on digital platform. Equally powerful is mobile marketing, which
is becoming a popular trend in
digital marketing this year - content
marketing (which includes implementation of S.E.O.) is the second most effective way of marketing in 2015.
Consider February this year, for instance.
The average Pakistani user logged on to social media websites more than usual to get
news of the ICC Cricket World Cup held in
February-March. This gave several businesses the opportunity to post updates
regarding the matches as well as promote
their products and services. The top three
categories in February on Facebook with the
largest number of fans included fashion with
28 million total fans, beauty with 20 million
and electronics with 17 million. This Points
to the fact that more and more Pakistanis
lean towards fashion and beauty updates
than anything else, which in turn reflects the
emphasis laid on appearances in this day
and age. Consequently, Twitter brands with
the largest audience are Mobilink with 291k
followers, Warid with 229k followers and
Ufone with 191k followers. However, when
it comes to the fastest growing profiles – a
slight difference was seen in February as
the top three telecom operators were Mobilink, Telenor and PTCL - they gained 603,
380 and 317 new followers, respectively.
The high number of new followers for Mobilink was due to their live twitter feeds of the
cricket matches. Meanwhile, several creative
campaigns on Facebook captured the imagination of consumers. Brands with the highest engagement rates included Anhaar Milk
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with a 13.37% engagement rate because of
their highly innovative “Love is…” campaign,
Nesfruta (12.09%) due to their innovative
#cricketbaazi campaign which allowed fans
to share their cricket/nesfruta themed pictures for a chance to win exciting prizes and
MilkPak Cream (11.60%) which was churning butter in February with their continuing
campaign on sharing all cream related recipes on their page – the month was dedicated
to winter themed delights.
These trends reveal several consumer insights as well as digital marketing trends that
are likely to prevail in the 2015-16. Mobile
ruled the digital spectrum in 2014 and, from
the looks of it, it is likely to lead e-commerce
and marketing trends this year as well. In fact,
a study conducted by AC Nielsen found that
over 48 per cent of mobile consumers make
a purchase decision with a paid or organic
search result. Additionally, it also suggested
that mobile is the only media channel that
has shown a year-over-year positive increase
in consumer usage, making it a strong zone
for business. With the realization that approximately 60% of web traffic comes through a
Smartphone or tablet; marketers must look
into a more dedicated mobile strategy. Re-

ports show that there was strong emphasis
on mobiles in 2014 and the trend is likely to
continue this year as well. If companies
do not target the mobile market, they
are missing 60 per cent of the target
audience.
Then there is Search Engine
Optimization (SEO) to consider
as well. Today every one in four
people has a social media account. Global social media usage is expected to grow further
this year and will hit 2.55 billion
by 2017. Looking at the marketing campaigns in 2014, 88
per cent of companies or marketing managers had an active
social media strategy for their
brands. The growth projections,
estimates and researches, all endorse one thing, that is, growth. The
most challenging aspect, however, is
likely to be ‘effective prioritization of channels’ and social media content strategy. A
handsome number of “likes and followers”
does not guarantee engagement or conversion so marketers must consider other factors while doing SEO rather than doing a
simplistic ‘likes’ analysis.
Meanwhile, a generic study endorses that
over 90 per cent of the web traffic comes
from a generic search while paid searches
capture only 10 per cent. Sadly, however,
organic SEO remains an under-invested segment as compared to paid advertising or Pay
Per Click (PPC). SEO has great potential to
drive business, lead growth and boost conversion but ‘doing more’ with ‘less money’
makes things a bit complicated. What successful companies should do is a balanced
integration of paid and organic campaigns
that will lead to more quality results and reduce the burden on the client’s budget.
The fact is digital marketing as a whole will
continue to grow as an industry. In a survey,
55 per cent marketers showed willingness
to further increase their marketing budgets,
looking at the positive results in 2014. The
booming internet penetration, ever-increasing sales of smartphones and expansion
of social media networks promises a great
potential for marketers in Pakistan to find
business opportunities there. However, this
requires attention to detail, a customized approach and creative marketing.
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hether you are composing a blog or a business letter, an email
or an essay, your goal should be to respond clearly and directly to the needs and interests of your readers. The tips here should help
you sharpen your writing whenever you set out to inform or persuade.

• Lead with your main idea.
As a general rule, state the main idea of a paragraph in the first sentence the topic sentence. Don’t keep your readers guessing.

• Vary the length of your sentences.
In general, use short sentences to emphasize ideas. Use longer sentences
to explain, define, or illustrate ideas.

• Put key words and ideas at the beginning or end of a sentence.
Don’t bury a main point in the middle of a long sentence. To emphasize key
words, place them at the beginning or (better yet) at the end.

• Vary sentence types and structures.
Vary sentence types by including occasional questions and commands.
Vary sentence structures by blending simple, compound and complex sentences.

• Use active verbs.
Don’t overwork the passive voice or forms of the verb “to be.” Instead, use
dynamic verbs in the active voice.

• Use specific nouns and verbs.
To convey your message clearly and keep your readers engaged, use concrete and specific words that show what you mean.

• Cut the clutter.
When revising your work, eliminate unnecessary words.

• Read aloud when you revise.
When revising, you may hear problems (of tone, emphasis, word choice,
and syntax) that you can’t see. So listen up.

• Actively edit and proofread.
It’s easy to overlook errors when merely looking over your work. So be on
the lookout for common trouble spots when studying your final draft.
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Corporate Moves
Saif Humaid Al Falasi has been appointed
as CEO of Emirates National Oil Company, ENOC,
Dubai.

Pooja Jain has been appointed Company
Secretary and Compliance Officer at Mold-Tek
Technologies Ltd., India.

A. R. Bardhan

has been appointed Director at
Nicco Parks & Resorts Ltd., India.

New Appointments
Client

Advertising Agency

Career Connection Consulting

Bilal Associates

Brand Pakistan

Channel 7 Communications

Federal Insurance Ombudsman

Hawk Advertising

Creative Property Managemen

Maxim Advertising & Co.

Union Estate

Maxim Advertising & Co.

Lavish Homes Property Consultant

Maxim Advertising & Co.

Value Homes, ( Pearl Estate
Brokers & Advisors)

Maxim Advertising & Co.

Royal Ranches, (Real Estate Solutions)

Maxim Advertising & Co.

Hadayat Food Stuffs Industries

Synergy Advertising
(for Sufi Water & Sufi Beverages )
( M/s. Media Network cleared )

Divya Modi has been appointed Additional
Director at Ramgopal Polytex Ltd., India.

Change Of Agency
Client

New Advtg Agency Outgoing Agency

Ministry of Planning,
Channel 7 Communications Orient Advertising
Development and Reform

Mark Pepler has been named as Corporate
Sales Director at MCI, UK

National Institute of
Unity Advertising & Mktg
Management Sciences (NIMS)

Unity Advertising
Agency

Sayyed Engineers Ltd.

4 Square
Communications

Modem4 (Pvt.) Ltd.

Additional Appointments

Rob Stanbridge has joined MCI UK from The
Live Group as Client Director.

Sasha Wiggins has become Chief Executive
Officer at Barclays Bank, Ireland.

Bruce Hemphill succeeds Julian Roberts as

CEO of Old Mutual Insurance Company

Client

Agency

Dte of Public Relations (Navy),

The Brand Partnership,
M Communications,
Channel 7 Communications

Global Marketing Corporation

Interflow Communications,
Repcom Advertising

National Electric Power Regulatory
Authority (NEPRA)

Synergy Advertising,
Channel 7 Communication,
Evernew Concept,
M Communications

Utility Stores Corporation of Pakistan

Kenad (Pvt.) Ltd.,
Midas Communications,
M Communications,
Adgroup (Pvt.) Ltd.

Source: All Pakistan Newspapers Society (APNS)
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